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Abstract
The paper attempts to highlight the

proposed, Past and History should be seen as two

methodological limitations faced by third world

different things. Many events might have occurred

country social scientists. It points out the

in past; however, since they are not recorded, it

domination of Eurocentricism in the discipline of

doesn’t fit itself to become a part of History. What

social sciences and difficulty of transcending the

we study as history should be called as Recorded

same. The author takes up the works of Adam

History, which leaves behind a lot of apprehensions

Mckoewn and PrabhuMohapatra to illustrate the

about the unheard/unrecorded voices of the past.

same. The Paper ends with author’s proposal for

Hence the universalizing claim of History needs to

understanding this limitation and to profess the

be problematized as it (History) reveals only a part

same in the short run; and calls for the

of bigger jig-saw puzzle (or past).

development of novel methodological tools which

Even when one dwells into the rostrum of

are not ‘anti-Eurocentric critic’ of Eurocentrism’.

History (with capital ‘H’), there needs to be

Keywords: Eurocentricism, Modernity, Social

interrogation to the visions which the discipline is

Sciences, Migrations

opens up. Many a times, it is the unilinear

I. INTRODUCTION
‘…The general population doesn’t know

teleological narratives that get opened up before its
readers. The emergence

of these kinds of

what’s happening, and they don’t even know that

knowledge structures are largely determined by the

they don’t know it!’

power relations of the time. Or in other words, it is

-Noam Chomsky (as cited from Fuller (2002)

the Power relations that determine the knowledge

Modernity with all its manifestations has

to be created (or silenced). Hence History or social

been encoded in the epistemological arena with the

sciences can be seen as an ideology/tool created by

theorization of professional Social Sciences in

dominant sections of the world. Every age with its

general and History (with capital ‘H’) in particular.

ethnocentric obsessions attempts to visualize their

These modern disciples drew the contours for its

own life and outlook as the most progressive epoch

ardent believers to conceptualise the realities (of

in the history of mankind. Here, we who are

both past and present). Hence the truthiness of the

situated in the 21st century world are no exception.

so called ‘truth’ (or ‘fact’) in social sciences isn’t

However what made this obsession peculiar was

not only conceived within the structures of power

the emergence of Europe as ‘the empire on which

embarked by those disciplines but it also limits the

sun never sets’. This made them to celebrate its

discourses which transcends beyond these power

superiority and exceptionalism on a global level for

structures. As Keith Jenkins (1991, p.7.) has rightly

their prolonged sustenance in colonies; and this
ignited the practice of Eurocentricism.
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With Europe’s emphasis on the contours
of

the

‘Modernity’

which

celebrates

its

Eurocentrism.

Adam

Mckeown’s

‘Global

Migration, 1846–1940’and Prabhu P Mohapatra’s

distinctiveness and radical break from the ‘Middle

‘Eurocentricism,

Ages’ and the ‘Antiquity’, there was an attempt to

Migration: A Critical Assessment’ are some of the

construct a teleological narrative of progressive

same. Though Mohapatra develops up his own

Modern (Wo)Men. With the raise of the so called

assessment, his focus was premised the deployment

‘enlightened’ (Wo)men, there are the perceptions

of Eurocentricism in Mckeown’s work. In the

of the ‘Scientific’ (Wo)men who can take ‘rational’

present

decisions

As

COLONIALISM IN THE POST COLONIAL

Timothy Mitchell (2000, p.xi.) has rightly pointed

TIMES’, we will try to engage with the visions that

out, Europe’s history always claimed to be the

have been opened up in these two above mentioned

universal one and the ‘auto centric picture of itself’

papers. The paper is divided into two sections. In

is the expression this universal certainty. In all

the first section, we will develop a critical analysis

these narrative discourses, there was also the

of the papers and in the second section will largely

inherent

focus on the concluding remarks.

keeping

celebration

his/her

of

‘individuality’.

the

west

and

the

Forced

Labour,

and

Global

‘EUROCENTRISM-

papertitled

corresponding identification of the ‘dark ages’ of

Adam Mckeown work ‘Global Migration,

the rest. It was precisely these ‘dark ages’ of the

1846–1940’ tries to engage with the some of the

rest/east that were considered to be removed with

above mentioned problem of Social Science. The

the

The

focus of the paper was particularly attributed to the

with these

Eurocentric literature on Migrations. He not only

narratives was the imitation of the west by the east,

tries to explore the inadequacies of the existent

during the latter’s transition to Modernity under

literatures on Migrations; but proposes his own

Colonialism. It is the agency of the colonial

visualisation of on the Migration of people. To

subjects which were neglected in these social

Mckoewn,

science discourses. Hence we can argue that one of

migration literature is largely presented by three

the ideology/tool which is strongly permeating in

interrelated propositions: Firstly, paradigmatic

the field of social sciences is the concept of

primacy

Eurocentricism, through which the west drew the

Secondly, viewing European migrations as ‘free

contours for social scientists needs to analyze the

migrations’ whereas non-Europeans as indentured

reality. As to addfuel to the fire, Social Sciences

or involuntary and thirdly the attachment of

have

European

‘civilizing

generalized

mission’

picture

ontological,

of

that

the

aroused

West.

epistemological

and

methodological limitations.

the

Eurocentric

attached

agency

to

approach in the

European

with

(Mohapatra, 2007, P.100.).

all

the

Migrations.

migrations

Mckoewn’s work

From time to time, with the changing

marks a major departure from the dominant

socio- political relations, there have been attempts

Eurocentric perspectives on global migration flows,

to cover-up and nullify these limitations of Social

highlighting the quantitative significance of non

Sciences, by increasing and opening up the archival

European patterns of migrations in shaping the

sources. In the process of the same, many

evolution of global economic formations. Though

shibboleths have been questioned; the pioneering

Mckeown holds the framework of an integrated

shibboleth to be dealt with was the concept of

world economy with industrialized nations being
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dominant, he also calls for the autonomy of the non

Asian dichotomy) created by Eurocentric approach

European migrant. He opines that most of the non-

by accepting the European domination over

European migrations were ‘free’ migrations, based

migrations, as he opines that the ‘asymmetries of

on the social networks of family, village and

power’ (colonialism) led for European agency in

acquaintances rather than coercion.

migration in global economy (Mohapatra, 2007,

In Mohapatra’s ‘Eurocentricism, Forced
Labour,

and

Global

Migration:

Critical

better in this particular aspect of choice in

Assessment’, there is a critical analysis of

migrations; and through it, he refutes European

Mckoewn’s work. To him, Mckoewn’s refutation is

agency to migrations.At the same time, Mckoewn

strong and convincing when demonstrating the

argues for viewing global economy as a factor of

numerical parity (of non-European migrations with

migrations. But again, isn’t this global economy

the

itself connected with Europe and its expansion, and

European ones)and

A

p.113). Mckoewn’s (2004, p.183) analysis seems

sequencing of non-

European migration flows with the transatlantic

inevitably

patterns. However Mohapatra (2007, p.100.) sees

Eurocentric view sees modernity as aflow from the

Mckoewn’s work as less convincing as with regard

‘civilized’ European cities to the rest of the World.

to the characterization and causation of the flows.

The acceptance of Eurocentric view (of ‘rational’

Similarly Mohapatra seems skeptical regarding

and ‘civilized’ European states) becomes evident

Mckoewn’s ‘free’ migration thesis, as the former

from

believes that migrations happened under coercion.

Mohapatra’s

To him, there was just a change in terminology

segmentation of ‘free’ European and unfree Asia

from ‘indentured’ migrations to ‘contract’ and

migrations

‘debt bonded’ migrations (2007, p.101). To

regulations.

Mohapatra (2007, p.112), Mckoewn doesn’t try to

a

part

both

of

European

Mckoewn
(2007,

are

a

(2004,
p.112)

product

domination.

p.173)

and

assertion

that

of

government

On a closer analysis, one can opine that

bring out the ‘unfreedom and coercion’ in

what

European migration patterns; and that itself is

Eurocentrism’

acceptance of Eurocentrism. Though Mohapatra

Wallerstein’s

(2007, p.113) appreciates Mckoewn for making a

Eurocentrism’ is a theory, which Immanuel

good

by

Wallerstein has developed to critic the critics of

highlighting the independent development of non-

Eurocentrism. See Wallerstein, 1997, p.101.) as he

European capital; he also points out that the attempt

is trying to opine that things which happened in

remained failed because Mckoewn couldn’t see

Europe is happening elsewhere too. By critiquing

these independent capitalist’s dependence on

Mckoewn,

European ones.

Mohapatra is also endorsing the Eurocentric

attempt

to

counter

Eurocentrism

Mckoewn

does

(if

one

thesis:

consciously

is

‘anti-Eurocentric

employs
Anti

(or

Immanuel
-Eurocentric

unconsciously),

However the fundamental question that

approach. Both of them fail to answer- why

needs to be aroused is that isn’t capitalism itself an

stereotyping the migrations (both European/non-

emergent of modernity? It is this understanding

European)? Why is that Mckoewn or Mohapatra

that seems missing on Mohapatra’s work. Similarly

not trying to argue that there are ‘unfree’

Mohapatra forgets the fact that he is directly

migrations in Europe? They are trying to build a

endorsing the shibboleth (free European/ unfree

parallel to things what happens in Europe and not
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analyzing the variations within the system. Though

whole world-system (Wallerstein. 1997, p.93); it

their scholarships are with apriori assumptions (i.e.

drew boundary lines among disciplines in the light

not to employ Eurocentric approach); In the

of that time. But we are now living in adifferent

process of this polemical venture, contradictorily,

world social situation, as Wallerstein (Wallerstein,

they are reasserting the shibboleth of created by

Immanuel.

Eurocentrism by giving ‘anti-Eurocentric critic’ of

Science?’,2008,p.5) opines our boundary lines need

Eurocentrism’.

opines,

to be constructed in thelight of the existing world

Eurocentrism, is a ‘hydra-headed monster’ with

social situation and hence social science needs to

‘many avatars’. It isn’t easy to slaughter the dragon

be

swiftly. Indeed, if we are not careful, in the guise of

decolonization’ (To, Fals-Borda, the planetary

trying to fight it, we may infact criticize

expansion of the social sciences implies intellectual

Eurocentrism using Eurocentric premises and

colonization; he sees its decolonization as the way

thereby reinforceits hold on a large community of

forward. see Mignolo, 2002, P.64.), Dussel

scholars (Wallerstein, 1997, p.94).

‘Philosophy

As

Wallerstein

‘What

is

Historical

‘Intellectual

reconstructed.Fals-Borda’s

of

liberation

Social

(‘Philosophy

of

‘The west has not merely produced

liberation’ is both liberation of philosophy and an

modern colonialism; it informs most interpretations

assertion of philosophy as an instrument of

of colonialism. It colours even this interpretations

decolonization. See Mignolo, 2002, P.57)’ and

of interpretation’

'trans modernity' are generally seen as ways out of
-AsishNandy (1983, p.12)

Eurocentrism.

Social sciences are born in Eurocentrism,

But what seems pertinent here is the

brought up and nurtured by Eurocentrism. Since

dialectical connection between Eurocentricism and

our epistemological surroundings arefilled by

Nationalism/Colonialism. Social Scientists assume

Eurocentrism, how much one can one alienate

that ‘political boundaries fix the spatial parameters’

himself from his surroundings? After all as E.H.

of other key interactions (Wallerstein, 1996, p.26.);

Carr (1961, p.36) opines, ‘historian is a part of

and these boundaries become the lens through

history’. Eurocentrism to present day social

which they analyses events/past. This was exactly

sciences is like Jacob Buckdardt’s work to the

the challenge that Eurocentricism have attempted to

concept of renaissance or Charles Darwin’s ‘Origin

put

of species’ to Biology or Quran to Islam. To be

nation/territory as the base of division and analysis,

provocative, Eurocentrism is the lens through

Eurocentric approach may fade. Though it couldn’t

which the present day Social Scientist’s view the

completely

Modern World. The references, sources, Concepts

Perspectives’

employed in Social Sciences itself are creation of

developed by Immanuel Wallerstein assumes, that

Eurocentrism; how can one refute something by

social action takes place in an entity within which

accepting and endorsing it?

there is an ongoing division of labour, and seeks to

As I opined in the introduction, there is
many flaws in history/social sciences.

forward.

If

seem
(A

we

can

successful,

get

rid

‘World

‘world‐system

of

this

System

perspective’

discover empirically whether such an entity is or is

Social

not unified politically or culturally), Class-Gender

science emerged in response to European problems,

Consciousness are all a good attempt in that

at a point in history when Europe dominated the

direction. Unless the history (that which sees
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Europe as the ‘modern’ and ‘rational’ nation of all

borrow Joseph Needham’s words. See Mignolo,

time) is changed, there is no change in Eurocentric

2002, p.77). By this, I’m perpetuating Eurocentric

approach. But for a change in understanding of

approach in social sciences. Similar to what I

history, there should a deviation from Eurocentric

professed, I guess scholars (like Mckoewns and

approach in social sciences (as the present social

Mohapatras), should acknowledge the ontological,

science methodologies show limitations for the

epistemological and methodological limitations of

same). Hence it is this cyclic problem (in which the

social sciences and the part played by them in

cause and consequences can’t be separated) that

perpetuation (at least in the short run) of

social scientists are confronting.

Eurocentric

As

Michael

Foucault

has

approach.

This

perpetuation

(of

opined,

approach in disciplines) is nothing less than

‘Disciplines constitute a system of control in the

colonialism in the post colonial times. Colonialism

production of discourse, fixing its limits through

still

the action of an identity taking the form of a

approaches etc through an ideological tool-

permanent reactivation of the rules’ (As cited from

Eurocentrism. But the interesting fact is, ‘the

Wallerstein. 1996, p.32). From the inferences and

general population doesn’t know what’s happening,

critical analysis which we have developed, one can

and they don’t even know that they don’t know it!’

make the tentative formulation that Eurocentrism is

(toborrow Noam Chomsky’s words)

nothing else than an ideology, through which the

(The author is from the Centre for Historical

process of colonization of the ‘victim’s’ discipline

Studies, School of Social Sciences, Jawaharlal

takes place in this post colonial times (or in other

Nehru University, Delhi.)

dominates

words, it is the employment of ‘Coloniality of
Power’thesis of

AnibalQuijano

our

mind

sets,

paradigms,
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